Photo of the Morristown Lyceum circa
1890, located at about 52-56 South
Street. The plaque over the entrance
reads "Library and Lyceum."
Courtesy of the Morristown & Morris Township Public Library
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D

uring the 1870s, audiences seeking the
excitement

of

the

theater

came

to

Morristown to admire its new massive stone

building—the first of its type to be erected in
Morristown. It housed the prestigious Morris
Academy and a 4,000 book library on the first floor
and the Lyceum Hall auditorium on the second.
When the building opened its doors in 1869, it was a
c. 1900. George Burns, a
vaudeville actor performed at the
Boonton Lyceum. The theater
featured plays, operatic
performances, and silent film
presentations.

tribute to Morristown’s affluence and eagerness for
entertainment. The Lyceum informed and thrilled
audiences with lectures, operas, comedies, dramas,
wild animal acts, conventions, and fund raising
events. Popular shows as the H. M. S. Pinafore and
Uncle Tom’s Cabin performed in the 1890s continue
to interest audiences in the twenty-first century.
Personalities as cartoonist Thomas Nast and the
famous actor from New York, Douglas Fairbanks Sr.,
appeared at the Lyceum. Surviving Lyceum records,
newspaper articles and texts available in the Morris
Township Library were used to prepare this article.
Some presumptions of events and attitudes have
been made to fill gaps in the historical record.
During the fifth century B.C., the Greeks built the
first Lyceum, a huge two story building used for
indoor cultural and athletic events. The applause
and shouts inside carried into the streets as
contests were won and fortunes were lost. It was a
bustling place where inside, on the dirt ground floor,
actors and orators spoke in stentorian voices, and
alongside athletes demonstrated their skills, and
soldiers trained for battle. Other times wrestlers
grappled while horses and riders raced around them.
From the balcony, viewers urged on their favorites
and judges determined the winners. Socrates and
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Plato lectured at the Lyceum and conducted debates
on the meaning of life. Aristotle, a pupil of Plato and
his students researched in the Lyceum’s library and
then lectured on historic and scientific curiosities of
the time.
During

the

nineteenth

century

wonderful

inventions changed how people in the United States
communicated, traveled, and were entertained.
Steamboats sailed up and down rivers and along the
coast,

while

railroads

traveled

inland,

each

transporting actors between cities and towns.
Performers, known as troupes, went from theater to

Lyceums

theater entertaining audiences. In addition to

became as

called Lyceums. Inside audiences were awed with

American as

playhouses, communities built large structures
wonderful performances. They laughed at comedies
and farces, and feared for their lives as wild animals

the concept

and horses raced around the stage. Arm in arm, they

that baseball is

tragedies, and applauded dramas. At the end of a

“American.”

sang along with vocalists and glee clubs, cried at
show patrons gave standing ovations and shouted
Bravo! Bravo! . . . Lyceums became as American as
the concept that baseball is “American.” Lyceums
became a national institution and part of American
culture during the nineteenth century and have
lasted into the twenty-first century.
During the 1870s, the Douglass Company, also
known as the American Company, was the first
troupe of professional actors to gain popularity in
the United States. They traveled from town to town
entertaining audiences in taverns, churches, and
playhouses. The troupe distributed posters, printed
and sold tickets to everyone who passed by.
Performances were best seen in the spring when
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temperatures were mild. Other seasons were not as
comfortable, but bearable as the audiences made
accommodations. During the winter people wore
coats and sat close together shivering until the
theater warmed. Summers were too hot and humid
to enjoy indoor entertainment. In the fall insects
feasted on tender audiences. Stages opening toward
the audience had manually drawn curtains. A large
cloth painted in charcoal or crayons depicted scenes
appropriate for the play, hung in the back and along

During the
winter people
wore coats and
sat close

the sides of the stage. On Monday, Wednesday, and
Saturday performances began at 6:00 P.M.
In 1800, 150 actors appeared in playhouses
along the Atlantic coast. By 1850, more than 50
theatrical companies (about 600 actors) performed
as far west as the Mississippi River. As the demand
for entertainment grew, larger theaters and stages

together

were built. Most added dressing rooms for actors

shivering until

Playhouses called lyceums seated over 300 patrons.

the theater
warmed.

and backstage areas for scenery and furnishings.
New York became the theater capital of the nation,
having ten playhouses and three lyceums all offering
grand opera, Shakespearian plays, and animal and
minstrel shows.
As America prospered during the nineteenth
century dramatists created memorable shows that
thrilled audiences. In 1856, a copyright law gave the
authors the sole right to print, publish, and to act in
or perform his work. However, the law only required
the writer to file the title of the play. Without
copyright laws, dramatists were unable to sue
plagiarists. Pirated shows surviving into the
twentieth-century often did not resemble the original
writings.
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After the Civil War, the western states, needing
performers for their theaters, invited writers, poets,
and actors from the eastern states. Henry Ward
Beecher, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Horace Greeley
(famous for “Go west young man. Go West”), Oliver
Wendell Holmes, and Henry David Thoreau toured
the populated cities west of the Mississippi
conducting lyceum programs. In rural communities,
“Chautauquas” became an American tradition.
Chautauqua, pronounced sha-tokwa is defined as a Native
American name referring to a
lake, town, and county in
western New York State. In 1874,
Chautauquas combined lectures
and entertainments performed in
tents.

Unable to fund large playhouses, Chautauqua
groups erected large tents 75 feet in length by 30
feet long. They traveled in circuits or freelanced from
town to town. Morristown’s Lyceum was not part of
a Chautauqua although Chautauqua activity reached
into in rural western New Jersey. Jon Schmitz,
Archivist

and

Historian

of

the

Chautauqua

Institution, Chautauqua, New York speaks of the first
Chautauqua as the ‘mother’ Chautauqua:
There was first the ‘mother Chautauqua, then there
were others that imitated the program and
grounds—these

were

called

the

‘daughter

Chautauquas. There were at least 255 of these at
one time across North America. Then there were
extension Chautauquas put on by Universities, and
there were local Chautauquas put on by local
residents, but usually only of a day or two. Then
there were travelling Chautauquas, also known as
tent Chautauquas or circuit Chautauquas. These
circuits were really more like travelling lyceums and
were started by Keith Vauter. Many carried the name
of Redpath.
Today Chautauqua organizations continue to
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summon audiences to lectures about religion, social
attitudes, politics, and world events. Duke University
has

a

Chautauqua

Office

of

Undergraduate

Education, and Access Channel 5 presents a
Actors often earned
more than others!
1870
1 Actor
$50
1 Poet
$50
1 Traveler
$50
1 Elocutionist
$10
1 Congressman $30

2010*
$1,445
$1,445
$1,445
$289
$867

* equivalent value in 2010 dollars

morning and afternoon Chautauqua Lecture Series.
In Carson City, Nevada, audiences go to indoor and
outdoor amphitheaters for Chautauqua lectures. The
Chautauqua Institution has also partnered with the
Williamsburg Foundation in Virginia. This year, the
Foundation’s President and CEO received the
Chautauqua President’s Medal recognizing his
contributions to the Chautauqua’s mission of
lifelong learning.
The Lyceum, completed in 1869, became the
pride of Morristown. The True Democratic Banner
noted:
From 9:00

A.M.

to 10:00

P.M.

a labyrinth of

carriages embracing the finest establishments
crowded in front of the building. All day the
librarian and principal of the Morris Academy
devoted their attentions to a smiling crowd of
over 1000 persons who wandered through the
cool rooms and spacious halls.
The Lyceum, an enormous structure 75-feet wide
by 100-feet long, reminiscent of the ancient Greek
structure, was built of granite topped with
ornamental spires and had a red painted roof.
Morristown investors financed the construction at a
cost

of

$50,000.

Although

this

equates

to

$1,500,000 in 2010 dollars, today’s regulations for
exits, fire escapes, heat, air conditioning, lighting,
and the use of fire retardant materials would
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Photo of the Lyceum Reading
Room and Library circa 1900.
The Westminster clock sat atop a
converted gas fireplace. Photo
enlargements show gas lamps
suspended from the ceiling
above the fireplace and among
library stacks in the next room.
An ice pitcher and goblets are
next to the window. A vine is
draped over the clock.
Courtesy of the Morristown & Morris
Township Public Library

increase the cost to over $7,000,000. To reduce
unemployment, local tradesmen constructed the
building at a time when the town suffered a minor
recession. The roof attracted onlookers—many liked
the color but some thought it “too different.” The
inner walls were “decorated with colorful and
fragrant flowers and trailing vines amid numerous
American flags.”
The building stood on the site of the old Morris
Academy, which was demolished in 1865. Heavy oak
doors facing South Street gave access to the
building. Turning left inside the door, visitors entered
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the magnificent 18-foot by 28-foot reading room.
Seated at a desk, a receptionist nodded acceptance
to subscribers entering the room, received fines for
overdue books, and answered inquiries about library
materials. The floor was covered with “triple thick
linoleum, noiseless to the tread of the heaviest
cowhide.” Sturdy oak tables and chairs provided
reading and work spaces for 50 patrons. On a small
table, close to the window is a silver ice pitcher and
goblets presented by the Democratic Association.

The floor was

Sitting on a leather-topped table, in the center of the
room an exact model of the old Academy reminded

covered with

visitors of the original building. On the hour, mellow

“triple thick

fireplace, broke the silence of the quiet room. A

linoleum,

chimes from the Westminster clock above the
golden egg glistening from rays of sun entering from
a nearby window symbolized the idea that hatched

noiseless to the

the Library and Lyceum. In the middle of the room,

tread of the

Company of New York, Importers. The library

heaviest
cowhide.”

lay a fine crafted woolen rug donated by Chaffin and
measuring 30-feet wide by 35-feet long opened at
the back of the reading room. Six alcoves lined with
oak shelves contained over 5,000 volumes bound in
leather or covered with Manila paper, a durable
brown or buff paper made of Manila hemp. Beyond
the Library, offices of the Academy’s Head Master
and Professors when not used for conferences with
students gave moments of solitude away from their
classes.
Students entered the building through the front
door on South Street. If late, they prayed that the
creaking of the heavy door would not be heard by the
Head Master. They walked to the right down a
hallway leading to four classrooms. Slate chalk
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boards, kept clean daily by the students hung on the
wall of each room. Large sliding windows on the
outer walls provided day light and welcome breezes
during hot weather. In the 1890s, gas lights were
installed improving visibility on cloudy days. The
teacher seated at his desk in a corner next to the
board, instructed twenty-five scholars. Sliding glass
doors—a new concept—separated the classroom
hallway from the library.
Inside the main entrance, a 6-foot stairway led to
the Lyceum Hall. At the rear of the auditorium,

Sliding glass

behind the stage were dressing and retiring rooms.

doors—a new

were on each side of the stage. Individual chairs for

concept—

for special events. These were folding chairs 21-

Assembly rooms for animals, equipment and actors
over 1,000 patrons facing the stage were rearranged

separated the

inches wide having small half arms extending 9-

classroom

seats made of cloth and leather had brass nails

hallway from

side of the Hall led to a gallery that overlooked the

the library.

inches on ion frames attached to wood backs. The
studded along the edges. A narrow stairway on each
stage. There were six “handsomely trimmed and
furnished premium boxes with carvings and
moldings on the outside of each box.” Each box
commanded a premium price and featured an easy
view of the stage. Patrons sat on well cushioned
seats. The ceiling, intricately assembled by local
craftsmen consisted of narrow strips of beaded pine
relieved by and ornamented with 10-foot medallions
of carved and painted wood work. Small windows on
the balcony level vented fumes from candles.
Chimneys at the corners of the building
exhausted smoke from basement furnaces. Four
grates in the ceiling above the furnaces allowed heat
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to rise warming the floors above. On cool days,
theatergoers and Academy students wore coats
when the temperatures dipped below 60 degrees.
Gentlemen carried flasks of whiskey for warmth on
very cold days.

A third group

On opening day, the Jerseyman reported: “the
gallery was too low. Those sitting below feared that

restricted ladies

pieces of the ceiling might drop on their heads. Only

“on either

expected.” The paper complained about stairways

behind or
before the
footlights”
fearing they
would “appear
in decollate
(having the

750 chairs were purchased much less than
having too many angles and being too narrow for
people to quickly leave the building.
The Lyceum charged admission for shows and
rented the Hall to groups needing a large stage and
seats for over two hundred. In the nineteenth
century, seats cost $0.35, $0.50, and $0.75 ($14.00,
$20.00, and $30.00 in 2010).
The ladies of influential families made an
important decision. It began when the Jerseyman
reported about the town having “no place of public
amusement outside of the old Washington Hall”—
where the First National Bank now stands. The Hall

neck and

built in the early 1800s, was limited to 100 seats.

shoulders

years, public debates raged between a strong

uncovered)
costimes.”

Morristown now needed a larger theater. For three
puritanical group wanting a lecture platform verses a
theatrical group wanting all sorts of entertainments.
A third group restricted ladies “on either behind or
before the footlights” fearing that they would “appear
in decollate (having the neck and shoulders
uncovered) costumes.” However, the wives wanting
a decision took it upon themselves encouraging their
husbands to choose a Lyceum for culture and
entertainments. The developers compromised by
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voiding the “unwritten law.” Women from the United
States and Europe now welcomed on stage would
become

regular

attractions

at

the

Lyceum.

Financers erected a building containing a library, the
Morris Academy, and the Lyceum auditorium.
During the 1870s, the Lyceum became a forum
for current events. On several occasions Morristown
debated the usage of telegraph lines when the Friday
Night Club presented Should the telegraph lines of the
United States be controlled by the government? And in
1877, fairs similar to today’s garage or street sales
became social gatherings for the community. The
Jerseyman advertised about St. Peter’s Church
holding a fair at the Lyceum. The ad read: “This is
believed to be one of the finest affairs of the kind
ever held in Town. The assortment of useful and
ornamental goods will be large and beautiful and
supper will be served.”
Many of the shows we enjoy today have stood
the test of time. Performances first seen in the 19

th

century remain popular into the 21 century for their
st

entertainment and historical content. In 1870, Gilbert
and Sullivan’s H.M.S. Pinafore, a comic opera starring
Miss Eva Mills, a member of the Standard Opera
Company of New York and a noted diva, appeared
many times at the Lyceum. The show was well
received and became the Lyceums most popular
performance. W. S. Gilbert, a libretto, and Arthur
Sullivan, a composer, collaborated on fourteen
comic operas between 1871 and 1896. The H.M.S.
Pinafore, The Pirates of Penzance, and The Mikado are
their best known works. Gilbert created fanciful
“topsy-turvy worlds where flirting is a capital offence,
and pirates turn out to be noblemen who have gone
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wrong.” Sullivan contributed memorable melodies
conveying humor and awakening feelings of
sympathy and sorrow. The operas have influenced
film and television and
have been parodied by
humorists.
shows

Also

have

international

the

enjoyed
success

and are still performed
throughout the Englishspeaking world.
Stage shows were
a popular format used to
inform

Morristown

audiences about current
events.

Uncle

Tom’s

Cabin enlightened them
about slavery’s many cruelties. This book, written by
Harriet Beecher Stowe in 1852, became the mostread novel of the 19 century selling over 1.3 million
th

copies during its first year of publication. The play
helped fuel the abolitionist cause during the 1850s.
The story characterized several stereotypes of black
people accepted in the 1800s, but unpopular with
today’s audiences. The novel and the play have
historical value as a “vital antislavery tool.”
Before 1870, only male actors toured theatrical
circuits. Now accepted into theaters, women
performers became part of America’s entertainment
culture. The Swedish Ladies, classical performers
thrilled audiences at the Lyceum. Their show opened
with a recitation from Henry VIII followed by a
rendition of The Rejected Lovers, a popular Swedish
song. Ms. Henrietta Beebe sang Within a Mile of
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Edinburgh and accompanied on piano she sang
Rondo Capriccioso. The Swedish Ladies Trio sang
LYCEUM HALL
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 5.
-----SEE---ON THE TRAIL
OR
Daniel Boone
--- By Charles Gayler --The piece is elegantly mounted and a
remarkable strong cast of characters
had been secured from the most
prominent lights in the profession.

36 PEOPLE 36
GENUINE SHAWNEE
INDIANS

Including Bucks, Squaws and
Papooses.
Beautiful Trained Horses
Bears, Wolves, etc.
Magnificent Scenery, Stage Effects

FIERCE HAND-TO-HAND
KNIFE
DUEL ON HORSEBACK

Our own Magnificent Special Car being used to
carry Scenery, Horses, Animals, etc.

The Jerseyman August 1888.
The "Special Car" probably a
caged wagon containing animals
and equipment was hoisted or
pulled up a ramp to the
Lyceum Hall.

Mendelssohn’s Lift Up Thine Eyes and Liszt’s
Rhapsody Hungaros. The performance concluded
with the Swedish Ladies Quartette singing Tonight
We Say Farewell and The Forester’s Prayer.
In 1881, the Barnum Circus merged with the
Bailey Circus. Together their shows performed under
a large tent featured for the first time acrobats and
wild animal acts. It became known as a three ring
circus. Copying Barnum and Bailey, non-circus
trainers brought dangerous animals into theaters. In
the 1880s, dog and cat shows amused audiences
while trained bears and wolves frightened the
fearless. Shows for children as Damitiers Acting Dogs
and Whittington’s Sensational Cats appeared several
times at the Lyceum in the 1890s. Real life plays
depicting the Indian Wars sent the faint hearted
running from the theater.
Charles Gayler (1820–1892), a prolific dramatist,
actor and novelist wrote over 100 plays about
minstrels, farces, comedies, and tragedies. His plays
recorded

history,

educating

and

fascinating

audiences throughout the country. He brought world
events into the playhouse and kindled people’s
imaginations

with

his

depictions

of

Native

Americans and pioneers. His work On The Trail
astonished audiences when all the actors and
animals appeared on stage for the final act. Imagine
the noise filling the Lyceum when men dueled on
moving horses on the wooden Lyceum floor!
Gayler wrote plays for the most popular and
respected performers of his era. By the turn of the
century, however, preferences changed. Interest in
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Gayler’s shows waned as movies became the rage.
Well

known

and

prominent

Glee

Clubs

entertained monthly at the Lyceum. Audiences from
nearby communities came to hear prestigious
groups from as far away as New Orleans. From the
south, came the New Orleans Jubilee Singers, and
the Fink University Jubilee Singers. Locally, Our Boys
Glee Club, the Amherst Glee Club, the Rutgers
College Glee Club, the Lafayette College Glee Club,
and the Workingmen’s Club of Whippany performed
twice monthly on Saturday evenings. Miss Emma
Thursby, known as the “Greatest Living Concert
Singer,” filled the house with her arias. Other
performances by Alice Hanron known as “Americas
Greatest Dancer,” and pianists and elocutionists
captivated audiences.
Emma Thursby, called the
“Greatest Living Concert Singer,”
performed at the Lyceum

In the 1880s, Vaudeville, a theatrical name
referring to a variety of entertainments became
popular among adults. A typical performance
included a series of unrelated acts grouped together
in one bill. This included 10 minute segments of
popular and classical musicians, singers, dancers,
comedians, trained animals, female and male
impersonators, jugglers, acrobats, one-act plays,
minstrels, and lecturing celebrities. Not all of these
acts appeared in each show. Most were selected by
the troupe or by the theater to fit into the time
available. The Apollo Vaudeville troupe from New
York performed throughout the ’90s, much to the
liking of Morristown audiences.
Comedies,

farces,

and

dramas

amazed,

astonished, and flabbergasted audiences. A comedy
is defined as a light drama containing amusing
characterizations and situations whereas a farce,
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also a light drama, has a serious composition, and
comic content. Farces present a ridiculous situation
or a mockery of some character. Comedians, the
actors in comedies and farces acted alone, however,
they often appeared in pairs with one being the
comic and the other the straight-man. A Bunch of
Keys and Narragansett Pier, both comic operas
featured four comedians in each show. A Breezy Time
and Rapid Transit, two hilarious farces invited
The Katzenjammer Kids

audience participation. Thomas Nast, known for his
political cartoons began his stage career painting
scenery for Washington Hall and the Lyceum. Using
crayons and charcoal, he drew on large sheets of
cloth hanging on moveable racks. In the 1890s, he
became a humorist when he combined comedy and
farces to entertain audiences with his political satire.
During Nast’s solos of An Evening with Thomas Nast
and Novelties people could not stop laughing at the
comic side of politicians.
In 1884, The Katzenjammer Kids, a children’s story
written in the 1860s by a German author William
Busch, featured Hans and Fritz, twins often rebelling
against authority posed by their mother, Mama; der
Captain, a shipwrecked sailor acting as a surrogate
father; and der Inspector an official from the school
system. Other characters included John Silver, a
pirate sea captain, and King Bongo, a primitive-living
but sophisticated jungle monarch ruling a tropical
island. Several of the characters spoke in Germanaccented English. The plot has Hans and Fritz
pulling mischievous acts on adults resulting in them
being hunted down and given a spanking. The
Lyceum presented the show many times during the
1890s to roaring children and adult audiences. The
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cartoon became a comic strip in New York City
newspapers in the 1930s. Mayor LaGuardia of New
York City read the strip on the radio Sunday
afternoons during the World War II years of the
1940s.
Who Killed Cock Robin? first presented at the
Lyceum in the 1890s, is an example of a drama that
changed over time. The poem is presented as a
children’s rhyme in Tommy Thumb’s Pretty Song Book

Who Killed Cock

c. 1744. The robin is killed in the first verse. The
remaining verses ask Who Saw him Die? Who caught

Robin? first

his blood? Who will make his shroud? Who will dig

presented at

mourner? And who will bear the pall, carry the coffin,

the Lyceum in

responded to by a fly, fish, owl, rook, lark, linnet,

his grave, be the parson, be the clerk, or be the chief
sing the psalm, and toll the bell? Each verse is

the 1890s, is an

dove, kite, wren, thrush, and a bull. The last verse has

example of a

when they heard the bell toll for poor Cock Robin.”

drama that

death of a Norse god, or the ritual sacrifice of a king

changed over
time.

all the birds flying and “a-sighing and a-sobbing
The rhyme records a mythological event such as the
figure or Robin Hood.
Cock Robin entered the twentieth century as a
beloved character killed and mourned by his friends.
However in 1935, United Artists released the first
film version of Who Killed Cock Robin? The movie
changed Cock Robin into a comic character
characterized by Bing Crosby who serenades Mae
West. An unseen fiend shoots an arrow into Cock
Robin’s heart. The police arrive and arrest Harpo
Marx, a gangster sparrow they suspect committed
the crime. And the 1948 movie Who Killed Doc Robin?
changed the theme featuring a mischievous Curley
and a group of his friends who played pranks while
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searching for a mad scientist in a haunted mansion.
For punishment, they were frightened at the end of
each escapade. The movie was a reminder of the
mischievous Katzenjammer Kids.
In 1890, the Ladies Temperance Union, a group
determined to convert alcoholics proclaimed: “Since
the Civil War there is great activity shown
throughout a great portion of the country in the

...Mr. W. N.

cause of temperance, and this for the action taken

Clark, a

been more satisfactory than heretofore anticipated.”

reformed
drunkard from
Newark,
addressed

has been wiser, and, consequently, the results have
Before completion of the Union’s Mission Chapel
near Maple Avenue, Mr. W. N. Clark, a reformed
drunkard

from

Newark,

addressed

Lyceum

audiences, telling them “of the trials faced by
alcoholics.”
The YMCA, active in community affairs, rented
the Lyceum and produced socially informative

Lyceum

performances. Their show, Breach of Promise, a mock

audiences,

of the Newton Entertainment Bureau of Worcester,

court trial, directed by Capt. A. V. Newton, manager

telling them “of

Massachusetts, played for two weeks. It featured

the trials faces

attorney appeared as the defendant and a jury of six

by alcoholics.”

listened to the case and rendered a verdict according

prominent citizens in leading roles. A Morristown
ladies and six gentlemen from refined families
to the Law of Evidence. Local lawyers prosecuted
and defend the accused. The Jerseyman wrote: that
“An interesting, instructive and highly entertaining
evening delighted the audience.”
The Ladies Auxiliary of the YMCA sponsored
Palmer Cox’s Brownies in Fairyland. One hundred
carefully rehearsed children astonished audiences.
All the children appeared on stage singing and
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dancing alongside the adults in the cast. The
Jerseyman commented: “The songs sung by the
Fairies and Brownies were very fine and the
characters of the Brownies kept everyone laughing.”
In 1896, the YMCA’s The Armenian Meeting
brought world events to the attention of Morristown.
Two years earlier, 300,000 Armenians living in a

Audiences,

mountainous part of the South Caucasus region of

shocked by

Ottoman Empire for equal rights. The lecture ended

verified reports

Eurasia were massacred when they pressured the
with a lengthy question and answer session. Several
ministers from the Christian Churches in Morristown

of extended

criticized the Sultan of Turkey for not stopping the

pillage, rape,

the Turkish Empire. Audiences, shocked by verified

and the
slaughter

atrocities against Christians living in Armenia and
reports of extended pillage, rape, and the slaughter
perpetrated by the Turks resolved to ask Washington
to intercede.
Until open-flame candles illuminated stages,

perpetrated by

audiences leaned forward and squinted hoping to

the Turks

candles cast eerie flickering patterns on the actors

see what the actors were doing. In the 1700s, the

resolved to ask

and scenery. Advancements in the early 1800s

Washington to

of the stage, and in hanging candelabras that shed

intercede.

placed the candles in reflective fixtures at the front
light onto the actors. During intermission, attendants
replaced burned out candles and removed dripped
wax from the stage while the actors removed wax
from their faces, hair, and clothing. In 1860, the
Lyceum replaced the candles with gas lights
supplied by the Morristown Gas Light Company
saving $17.50 ($700.00 in 2010) a month. At last,
with a brighter stage the actors used less make-up
and did not have to exaggerate their motions for
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audiences to comprehend the action. Before
gaslights theaters were not considered a proper
place for respectable men and women. The new

“We ought to
have it in this

lights now casting a dim light on the audience made
theater-going suitable for both sexes. Gas entered
the Lyceum through iron mains underground leading
to a shutoff valve controlled by the gas company. By

town so the

1880, theaters installed lighting devices that

people will

known as sodium hydroxide (NaOH). The light

enjoy a much
greater sense

produced a bright light from burning lye, chemically
focused through a lens illuminated the actor. A
popular performer, much liked by audiences, is still
referred to “as being in the limelight.”
In 1887, Morristown Administrators, “Because of

of security

the recent great loss of life in a Paris theater”

when attending

Jerseyman reported “We ought to have it in this town

ordered the Lyceum to be lighted with electricity. The

an

so the people will enjoy a much greater sense of

entertainment,

whence escape would be so exceedingly difficult in

from whence

security when attending an entertainment, from
case of a panic or fire.”
The Electric Light Company of Morristown,

escape would

specializing in indoor lighting generated electricity

be so

Company purchased a 65-horse power high-speed

exceedingly

for all of the town’s incandescent lamps. The
engine, a 123-horse power steel boiler and a 1,000
light Westinghouse dynamo. The 24 hour a day

difficult in case

electrical service pleased Lyceum audiences. They

of panic or fire.”

smoker igniting gas from a leaking pipe. The

believed they were now safeguarded from a careless
Jerseyman said: “There is no consumption of the vital
principle of the air, nor heat, nor any foul smells, the
danger of fire with the incandescent lights, and we
are told that the cost will be less than for gas.”
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The Lyceum, with seating for large audiences
hosted political rallies and social organization
meetings. In 1890, the Democratic Convention
nominated candidates for Congress opposed to
McKinley’s protective tariff bill. The delegates
reaffirmed their national platform and proclaimed
the tariff to be a scheme to increase the public tax
burden and to “raise a great corruption fund for the
Republicans.” They denounced the bill “as intended
to breed dissensions between the North and South
and perpetuate the Republican power.” The
controversial bill together with redistricting led to
McKinley’s defeat in a Democratic landslide of 1890.
Seven years later McKinley rebounded by becoming
the 25

th

President of the United States. During a

turbulent administration, he raised protective tariffs
to promote American industry and maintained the
nation on the gold standard. President McKinley
President William McKinley

managed to restore confidence in the federal
government being helped in part by the Klondike
Gold Rush. The prosperity lasted a decade, until the
Panic of 1907.
Barbershop quartets and distinguished speakers
amused Morristown audiences in the 1890s. The
Pastime Club, a barbershop quartet, performed on
Thursday evenings earning $225 ($5,000 in 2010) a
week from admissions. The Friday Evening Club
provided lectures given by distinguish personalities.
In 1899, Robert Blake a noted professor of
astronomy from Cambridge University, England, was
honored by the Club. Leaving the Lyceum, he toured
the United States stopping at prestigious schools:
the Lowell Institute, Princeton University, Haverford
College, Smith College, West Point, and Vassar
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College. To commemorate his visit, a portrait of
Blake was hung in the Lyceum Hall alongside
Thomas Seton, a noted Scottish painter, Henry Van
Dyke, an American clergyman, and Robert Ball, an
Irish astronomer.
In the 1880s, immigration always a topic for
discussion sparked many debates and lectures at
the Lyceum. Morristown’s Debating Society often

All debates

argued Is foreign immigration into this country

were well-

audience resolving to require the federal government

attended with

desirable? All debates were well-attended with the
to restrict the inflow of foreigners.
The Jerseyman reported in 1886 about free

the audience

lectures sponsored by The Charities Aid Association

resolving to

secretary of the National Prison Association of the

of Morris County. Mr. William M. F. Round, the

require the

United States gave a lecture entitled Prisons and

federal

In 1899, for the first time, Lyceum audiences

government to

Prison Reform.
marveled at motion pictures. They applauded
clapped, booed, and hissed at this wonder of

restrict the

science. In the darkened theater they saw projected

inflow of

of people, animals, landscapes trains, boats, and

foreigners.

on a smooth linen sheet the black and white images
other wonders. Piano music heard from behind the
screen dramatized each scene.
Motion pictures became the “must see” rage in
1902, when the Jerseyman announced that: “Through
a most ingenious and scientific adaptation of the
microscope to the camera, results have been
produced that are most incredible. This will be
demonstrated for the first time by Lyman H. Howe in
his Lifeorama melodrama at the Lyceum.”
In 1903, Miss Mohawk, said to be the only “Indian
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actress” in the world, returned to the Lyceum staring
in Lincoln J. Carter’s (1865–1926) The Flaming Arrow.
The author, noted as the master of melodrama and
visual effects, used many novelties to add realism to
the situations in his plays. Carter rarely presented
his blood-and-thunder melodramas in New York
preferring

the

minor

playhouses

in

rural

communities. His plays always popular with touring
companies were revived until World War I when
movies recorded real-life train and ship wrecks, and
natural disasters—not those simulated on a stage.

In 1903, Miss

The YMCA, in 1906 presented a musical comedy
entitled A Business Men’s Carnival. It included popular

Mohawk, said

songs of the day having silly but enjoyable humor.

to be the only

the Hall on opening night. The Jerseyman reported:

Advertisements told of “much genuine banter” filling

“Indian actress”

“Every kind of business in our city is represented, and

in the world,

delightful manner that the evening passes all too

returned to the

hilarious comedy. Passersby heard people humming

Lyceum...

a different plot is given in such an amusing and
rapidly.” Many left the theater laughing about the
“Thursday,” “Little Bo Peep,” “The Lovers’ Quarrel,”
“Holding Hands,” and the “Dollar Song.” The show
opened with a choreographed drill participated in by
the entire cast. “The costumes ranged from beautiful
to ridiculous, and the parade full of brightness and
catchy suggestions.”
In 1906, the Lyceum also continued to host
political conventions. The Republicans held a mass
meeting in the evening in the fall that came to be
remembered as “the most spectacular event held in
town.” The march began after dark as a gaily attired
band paraded from Republican Headquarters on the
Green to the Lyceum. Fireworks seen from miles
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away lit up the sky above South Street. At the
Lyceum,

the

Phoenix

Quartet

of

New

York

entertained for an hour before onlookers entered the
Hall. During the meeting, Senator Hillary of New
Jersey commented about people being interested in
politics. He damned President Theodore Roosevelt’s
tax program and proclaimed how he would bring
prosperity back to the nation. He recalled the great
depression of 1893, and how fair taxation saved the
nation from destruction. The Senator said “the
people would not vote to go back to the soup houses
of 1893.” He asked “When was it ever a time in
history of the world when there was an opportunity
for prosperity for labor to enjoy the many luxuries of
today?” He reminded the audience “of the necessity
to conserve the potable waters of New Jersey, the
equal

tax

laws

passed

by

the

Republican

Administration, and how the people of Morristown
President Theodore Roosevelt

and rural communities would benefit more if
railroads were assessed locally.”
The American Vitagraph Company, founded in
1897, became the most prolific American film studio,
producing over a hundred famous silent films. The
Company, always on the scene, filmed the first
newsreels. They were the first to create propaganda
films of events that could not be photographed on
location. Scenes within war zones and volcanic
eruptions

could

not

be

reached.

Vitagraph

cameramen claimed to be first at battle sites during
the 1898 Spanish-American War. However, the
footage of the Actual Battle of Santiago Bay was
filmed in a large bathtub using model boats and the
“smoke of battle” coming from two large cigars.
The American Vitagraph Company made many
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innovative contributions to early movie-making and
attracted well known performers. Major stars
included: Florence Turner, the “Vitagraph Girl”;
Maurice Costello, the first of the matinee idols; Jean
the “Vitagraph Dog,” the first animal silent film star;
Moe Howard, a vaudeville comedian destined to
become one of the Three Stooges; and Flora Finch, a
popular film comedian. In 1910, the company
produced The Life of Moses “the first feature film”
running in five parts for a total of 90 minutes. World
War I spelled the end of Vitagraph. The major movie
studios, controlling the distribution of films would
not allow theaters to show Vitagraph films. The
Company went out of business in 1925.
Movies at the Lyceum excited audiences. In
1907, the Jerseyman reviewed Our Friend Fritz as “The
Jean, the Vitagraph Dog (190? 1916), a female Border Collie, was
a dog actor that performed title
roles in early silent films. She was
the first canine star in the United
States.

best play seen at the Lyceum for many seasons. Joe
Horitz captivated the audience with his sweet tenor
voice and Ms. Eleanor Caines, as the heroine
received well merited applause.” Who is thrilled
audiences during the Lyceum’s Vitagraph Exposition
presented in celebration of Lincoln’s birthday. The
Rubber Mat, The Tomboys, and The Female Spy thrilled
audiences. The Jerseyman printed: “The American
Vitagraph Company is in a class by themselves in
the moving picture line. Secure your seats early.”
In 1900, airships were a technological marvel.
People imagined sailing over the earth moving as
fast and as far as the wind would carry them. The
Lyceum sold all tickets weeks in advance when the
YMCA sponsored An Airship Honeymoon. The show
combined singing, dancing, and adventure into an
exciting evening. The audiences taken on a magical
musical trip around the world imagined themselves
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in each country visited. Actors dressed in national
costumes, sang old folk and popular songs in front
of a tableau of each country. The play was about a
handsome Lord and a smart young American lady
beginning their honeymoon in New York and flying to
Europe. Accompanied by their majordomo (a butler),
Christopher Columbus, and a servant named Sam,
they experience an adventure at each landing. A
supporting chorus sang from behind the scenery and
joined the actors on stage.

The Lyceum

The show began with backstage hands sliding a
tableau of the Statue of Liberty off the stage. As it

sold all tickets

fades in the distance, the couple crosses the ocean

weeks in

snowstorm while the chorus sings Dance of the

advance when

singing Toy Line. On the way, they encounter a
Snowflakes. The tableau changes to an English
countryside and the song Home Sweet Home is heard

the YMCA

from the back. Somehow the airship is diverted to

sponsored An

tenor entering the stage from the right. Soon the

Airship
Honeymoon.

Ireland and the Wearing of the Green is sung by a
airship travels across the English Channel and
arrives in Holland. The tableau changes to a rural
Dutch scene and the travelers are entertained by
peasants dancing to a “spinning tune.” The ballad
The Flying Dutchman by Richard Wagner is sung as
they depart for Russia. They hear The Red Sarafan
from the wings and the couple is frightened during
two North Pole adventures. Soaring over Germany,
the chorus sings the folk song The Old Water Mill.
Landing in Spain, in front of a tableau of dancers,
they hear the duet Carmina. Flying over Italy they
land to a serenade from Verdi’s opera The
Troubadour. The airship returns to France and lands
in front of a tableau depicting May flowers around
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the Eifel Tower. The entire chorus sang The
Marseillaise, the French national anthem. The
audience stood, sang and demanded two more
repetitions. Passing over Switzerland they hear
yodeling

and

are

whisked

away

to

the

Mediterranean. Arriving somewhere in Greece, they
are warmly received and join in an ancient dance. A
brisk wind blows the airship across China and then

“Sales of

over the Pacific Ocean. It lands at a statue of George

Lyceum

seeing an American flag bought on stage by women

Washington somewhere in the United States. Upon

Corporation

dressed in white, the audience rises and crosses

stock will pay

Passersby, hearing the singing from open windows,

for the

the stage and appeared again taking bows from a

estimated

their hearts. Everyone sang our God Bless America.
were known to stop and sing along. The actors left
standing audience clapping and shouting Bravo!
In the 1910, two years after the great theater fire

$2,000

in Paris, the Jerseyman announced: “the directors of

[$60,000 in

fireproof iron stairways. Each 5 feet wide will have

the Library and Lyceum will erect two enclosed

2010 dollars]

sufficient width to pass 2 to 3 people at a time. A

needed for the

orchestra floor will descend outside until it reaches

construction.”

within 15 feet from the sidewalk on South Street. An

stairway positioned at the west corner of the
the wall of the adjacent Babbitt Building coming
exit is planned for the balcony floor near the head of
the old balcony stairs. Sales of Lyceum Corporation
stock will pay for the estimated $2,000 [$60,000 in
2010] needed for the construction.” Shareholder
dividends and Directors compensation were delayed
until project completion. To raise funds, Smith’s
Drugstore sold $1.00 ($30.00 in 2010) tickets to a
musical revue entitled Erin’s Greatest Band and
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Soloists performed by the Shamrocks of Dublin.
In 1910, Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. appeared in a play
The Cubs presented as a burlesque melodrama with
a bit of comedy. It satirizes a Kentucky feud and
Fairbanks “calms the situation in an extravagantly
farcical manner.” The story is set in the mountains of
Kentucky in the midst of a long and devastating feud
between the White and Renlo families. Their
difficulties began over the ownership of two pigs,
one lean and the other fat. A family member is shot
by the other family when he takes possession of the
fat pig. The proprietor of the Louisville Courier
Journal sends a “cub” reporter, Douglas Fairbanks,
Sr., to the scene. When he arrives “the fun begins,
continuing fast and furiously through four acts of
floss and melodrama.”
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. made a
name for himself as a
swashbuckling hero in such
classics as in the 1922 movie
Robin Hood.

In 1911, Lyceum audiences viewed movies
produced by Lyman H. Howe’s (1880–1920) High
Class Moving Picture Studio. A documentary later
filmed in the 1950s, chronicles the amazing short
career of this moving picture pioneer. Howe
organized six touring companies and introduced
American audiences to the movies. His films
included: the first successful moving pictures ever
taken from an airplane; the historic address
delivered by President Theodore Roosevelt to
100,000 spectators at Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania;
Construction of the Panama Canal; and the San
Diego Fair and the San Francisco Worlds Fair.
Howe’s entertainments featured sound effects
coming

from

behind

the

screen.

He

used

phonograph recordings or individuals who were part
of the moving picture show.
The

Lyceum

hosted

politically

orientated
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presentations. John W. Clock, Secretary of the
National Indian Association, gave a free address
entitled The Indian Past and Present illustrated with
stereopticon views—a forerunner of the View Master
toy popular in the 1950s. Use of the device failed
because the screen image was too small for large
audiences to see.
While in Morristown, Governor Woodrow Wilson
talked of his accomplishments that benefitted the
people of New Jersey. Accompanied by a corps of
stenographers and typists, the Governor became the
first Presidential candidate to give out copies of his
speech to newspapers. Wilson many times spoke
about the lack of public approval of financial
matters. He summarized with “there was a small
body of men somewhere arranging things without
New Jersey Governor Woodrow
Wilson, 1911

consulting the rest of the community.”
Fire! Fire!
The cry heard up and down South Street on a
chilly fall evening in 1913, spurred the Fire
Department into action. Passersby saw smoke
coming from Lyceum windows and heard the
clanging of fire trucks growing louder as they rushed
down South Street. Stopping in front of the building,
firemen ran to throw more wood into the steam
engines firebox. Other men connected a hose from
the Morris Aqueduct Companies hydrant to the
pump next to the boiler. As the boiler began to groan,
several unidentified bystanders without warning
rushed into the Lyceum. Minutes later, they emerged
coughing and patting the embers stuck to their
clothing and hair. A few carried out handfuls of
documents. But only full handfuls—not enough for
the community to piece together the history of the
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Photo of the 1913 Lyceum fire.
Courtesy of the Morristown & Morris
Township Public Library

great building. Ten minutes later, the engine emitted
a low whistle that became a loud piercing sound as
steam hissed and gurgled in the pipes. Everything
was ready! Chief O’Brian yelled “Man the pumps!” It
was too late. The fire in the basement ignited the
books on the first floor that roared through the
second floor, and continued onto the balcony and
roof. People on Normandy Heights could see a red
glow in the sky well into the night. A day later, the fire
was out but for a few whiffs of smoke that drifted
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skyward. The walls had survived stained with soot
that escaped through broken windows. Charred
pieces of wood and twisted half melted chairs gave
tribute to the fires devastation. The Lyceum’s
treasures were never found. Several firemen and
spectators were accused of sneaking back in the
wee hours and taking the valuables. A symbol of the
Gilded Age had come to an end.
A janitor was blamed for leaving a basement
In 1923, two millionaires spent
$18,000 ($800,000 in 2010) to
convert the gutted remains of the
Lyceum into the Morristown
Armory.

furnace unattended causing sparks to ignite rolls of
paper stored nearby. The Friday Evening Club and
the YMCA now without a place for performances
modified the Y’s gymnasium to seat 200 patrons.
However, the Y preferring lectures did not have the
funds or the ambition to duplicate the musical
shows seen at the Lyceum. And local Churches
would not open their doors to these entertainments
fearing that a charge for admission would make
them liable to taxation. In 1923, financiers rebuilt the
Lyceum and leased the building to the Army. The
walls were cleaned of soot inside and out, and the
windows, doors, and roof replaced. The Lyceum
became an unheated warehouse for war materials
and military exercises. Gone were the beautiful
spires and red roof. The sounds of singing and
laughter were replaced with bugle calls and the
shouts of officers issuing commands.
After 1900, Lyceum audiences declined as lower
priced entertainment from burlesque and motion
picture theaters attracted Americans. In 1908, the
Bijou, later renamed the New Theater on Washington
Street, showed motion pictures. In 1915, the Palace
Theater, on the Green was the place to go for refined
entertainment. Ben Toy’s Musical Comedy Company
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made many two week appearances at the Palace.
Toy’s operettas were a favorite for the next five
years. The shows “consisted of pretty girls, clever
comedians, fine singers and dancers. Elegant
costumes are used and plenty of special scenery is
employed.” Prices were advertised as 10 and 15
cents and reserved seats 25 cents—a bargain. The
theater also showed the latest movies using a
Powers Model 6-A Projector operated by “3 experts.”
In 1916, Lyon’s Theater on east Park Place, next to
the Presbyterian Church opened for live vaudeville
and motion pictures. After being sold the theater
became Roth’s Park Theater. In 1918, near the top of
The Palace Theater on Speedwell
Avenue.

Washington Hill along Washington Avenue, Roth’s
Jersey Theater opened
In 1937, during the depression Walter Reade,
“known as a respected entity” built a motion picture
theater on South Street. The construction costing
$250,000 ($10,000,000 in 2010) helped invigorate
the town during the Great Depression. The theater
featured modern appointments: a carpeted lobby;
the hall had pastel painted walls and subdued
lighting; and comfortable seats and large restrooms.
On opening day, uniformed ushers admitted 1,000
“smartly attired patrons”—similar to the opening day
of the Lyceum in 1869. Theater policy “insisted that
patrons be well dressed and conforming.” Often men
not wearing ties were turned away. The Newark
Evening News commented: “the theater may proudly
be called one of the finest in America.”
During the 1940s, Walter Reade introduced Big
Band concerts. The performances attracted large
audiences. However, in the 1950s folk and rock and
roll music dominated American culture and people of
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all ages turned on the television instead of buying
theater tickets. By the 1970s, attendance crashed.
The Theater was sold and reopened as a movie
house in 1980. Attendance
remained

low.

Many

remember the person who
sold the tickets at the door
also ran inside and sold
popcorn and drinks—and then
ran upstairs to start the
projector! The 20 viewers
sitting where once 1,000
people sat enjoyed a private
viewing of the latest movies.
Again, in 1991, the theater
The Mayo Performing Arts Center,
at 100 South Street presents a
wide range of programs that
entertain, enrich and educate a
diverse audience. Classes for
performers are available. Paintings
by local artists hang in the second
floor lobby.

closed and sold to investors
who still admired the stately building. After
restoration in 1994, it reopened as the magnificent
Community Theater. Raving audiences now saw
musicals, and performances by big bands, and
popular entertainers. Each year local high school
students and adults appear before a packed house in
“Morristown Got Talent.” Although illusionists make
caged tigers appear and disappear, there are no wild
animal acts or duels on horseback that frighten
audiences. After year 2000, the theater, now
successful, has been modernized and renamed The
Mayo Theater for the Performing Arts.
For forty four years, Morristown’s Lyceum
symbolized Morristown’s affluence. It typified the
ancient Greek concept of one building dedicated to
education and entertainment. While students
studied and did research in the Morris Academy on
the first floor, audiences enjoyed a variety of
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performances in the second floor auditorium. The
Lyceum existed during a time of great technological
change brought on by advances in the use of
electricity, and the installation of fire-escapes. Its
downfall came before automatic fire extinguishers
and alarms were invented. The Lyceum’s venture
into the performing arts has not been lost. Today the
Mayo Theater for the Performing Arts features the
latest sound and lighting technologies. It continues
the Lyceums nee Greek tradition of education and
entertainment. Like the miraculous phoenix, out of
the ashes of the Lyceum, the Mayo Theater was
born.
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